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1. H. E. J. Eduardo Malaya, Ambassador of the Philippines to the 

Federal Republic of Malaysia; Officials and representatives of the 

Association of Malaysian Agencies; 

 Officials and representatives of the 13 select Malaysian companies 

whom we are bestowing recognition this morning; 

 Ladies and Gentlemen: A pleasant morning to all. 

 

2. My official delegation composed of Undersecretary Reydeluz 

Conferido; Administrator Hans Leo J. Cacdac of the POEA; 

Administrator Rebecca Calzado of the Overseas Workers Welfare 

Administration; Director Saul de Vries of the DOLE’s International 

Labor Affairs Bureau; and Communications Director Nicon 

Fameronag, and I am pleased to join you this morning.  

 

3. We are scheduled to leave for Brunei this morning for the last leg 

of our three-country official visit, and obviously we could not stay 

long. I also know you are all very busy because it’s a regular 

workday, so let me express my thanks and appreciation for waking 

up early to make it to this meeting. 

 



4. At the close of last year during our regular conference of the heads 

of our Philippine Overseas Labor Offices (POLOs), I unveiled our 

new policy of selective and restrictive deployment of household 

service workers to achieve our goal of inclusive growth through 

decent work and in pursuit of President Benigno S. Aquino III’s 22-

point labor and employment agenda. 

 

5. This policy also seeks to reverse the trend of Filipino women 

seeking overseas work in low-skilled, vulnerable occupations, such 

as household service, in favor of skilled and professional workers. 

You ought to know that under Philippine laws, the protection of our 

migrant workers is of paramount importance and a national policy. 

In relation to work migration, it is our stated principle that the 

possession of skills is the highest form of protection. Therefore, as 

Secretary of Labor and Employment, I have tasked our POLOs 

and the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA), 

which manages our overseas employment program to deploy less 

and less household service workers and more and more skilled 

workers and professionals. 

 

6. You also ought to know that under President Benigno S. Aquino 

III’s 22-point labor and employment agenda, he has tasked us to 

transform all Philippine posts and offices abroad into centers of 

care and excellence. This is the reason why during our POLO 

conference, I have also instructed our POLOs and the POEA to 

fast-track the repatriation of distressed Filipino workers, women 

especially, to de-clog our Migrant Workers and Other Filipinos 

Resource Center and so we can use them instead as centers for 



more productive activities, such as training, to level up the skills of 

our OFWs. 

 

7. In this regard, and to achieve the goal of selective and restrictive 

deployment, our POLOs are under instruction to process only job 

orders of principals and agencies that are compliant with our laws, 

rules, and regulations and compliant with the legal and ethical 

norms of recruitment. Simply put, the policy really is to punish the 

bad and reward the good or the compliant ones. 

  

8. Complimented by a slew of other policy and administrative 

reforms, we have already seen the positive results of this new 

policy thrust. In Malaysia, our deployment of household service 

workers has slowed down and conversely, our deployment of 

skilled and professional workers is on the rise. The same is true in 

Singapore and in many other OFW destination countries.  

 

9. The awarding of recognition certificates to some of you this 

morning is part of our incentives and rewards system for compliant 

principals and employers. 

 

10. This is not new, actually. When I was still the administrator of the 

POEA—a post I held for eight years—we have already recognized 

good employers of OFWs twice, the first in 2002 and the second in 

2005. 

 

11. We will revive the awarding of excellent employers of OFWs this 

year, and part of the search for those who will be deserving of 



recognition is the short-listing of prospective nominees and 

candidates by the POLO. 

 

12. I am very pleased that here in Malaysia, Labor Attache Beth 

Estrada, in cooperation with our Philippine Embassy, has started 

the process. 

 

13. In fact, our POLO in Malaysia is the first to come out of its own list 

of excellent principals and the first to publicly recognize and 

acknowledge them. 

 

14. The 13 Malaysian companies that the POLO is recommending for 

nomination to the Secretary’s Award have been carefully chosen 

and their credentials vetted. According to Labor Attache Estrada, 

the POLO’s preliminary selection criteria included the non-charging 

and non-collection of placement fees; no pending case in the 

POLO and the POEA; and the nominees’ support for the welfare 

and interest of their workers. Labor Estrada had told me the POLO 

even checked the living conditions of the workers and it had found 

them to be excellent. 

 

15. I would like to take this opportunity, therefore, to congratulate you 

all, and inform you that we are now finalizing the criteria for 

nomination to the Awards in the Ministerial level, or the Secretary’s 

Award, and for the Presidential Award. 

 

16. For the first category, the criteria are (1) demonstrated preference 

and active/continued hiring of OFWs (looking at volume of 

employment generated/employment for the last five years and 



percentage of OFWs hired versus other nationalities in the 

company’s total workforce; (2) compliance to laws, rules, and 

regulations (no pending and adverse case based on POEA, NLRC, 

OWWA, and POLO data); (3) excellent terms and conditions of 

employment; and (4) provision of welfare services and CSR 

programs. 

 

17. For the Presidential Award nominees, extra-ordinary acts of 

assistance to OFWs, in addition to the above-mentioned criteria, 

will be the basis for selecting the winners. Other proposed criteria 

is the non-charging or non-collection of placement fee from the 

workers either by the principal or by its recruitment agency even if 

there is no prohibition for such in the host country. 

 

18. A package of incentives awaits recipients of the DOLE Secretary’s 

Award and the Presidential Award. Initially, I can tick off some of 

these incentives, such as automatic renewal of 

registration/accreditation of principals; validity of 

registration/accreditation for six years for Secretary’s Awards 

winners and seven years for Presidential awardees, instead of four 

years, unless cancelled in accordance with the POEA Rules and 

Regulations; open job order system for the principals; priority 

documentary processing for newly-hired and returning workers; 

and priority processing of the enrolment of vessels of principals, in 

the case of sea-based overseas employment. 

 

19. In the recruitment of Filipino workers, we may waive the Special 

Recruitment Authority (SRA) for the agency of principals outside 

DOLE, POEA, or PESO offices, provided the POEA is informed in 



writing prior to the conduct of the special recruitment activity; 

priority issuance of Letters of Acknowledgment to representatives 

of the principals who come to the Philippines to conduct interview 

and/or selection of workers; privilege of agencies of awardees to 

access the POEA manpower registry, as appropriate, and/or 

provision of POEA assistance in sourcing manpower for the 

principals. Lastly, we will post in the POEA website the profile of all 

awardees and link to it the website of the principal. 

 

20. It is on this happy note that I congratulate you once again.  Good 

luck to all of you and again, a pleasant morning. END  


